2002 Sales: Up 8.9% Like-For-Like Strong Annual
Growth Confirmed In 4Th Quarter
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News Release

Clichy, Thursday 23rd January, 2003
7.30 am
NEWS RELEASE
The consolidated sales of L’OREAL at 31st December 2002 amounted to €14.3 billion.
Record year for growth in like-for-like terms
On a like-for-like basis (based on a constant group structure and exchange rates), the
group's consolidated sales growth reached +8.9%.
As expected, like-for-like growth – already strong at the end of June – has improved. The year
ended with figures in line with the group's expectations.
The exchange effect on the conversion of sales of foreign subsidiaries, which was negative at
-2.5% over the first six months, became more pronounced at -4.8% for the whole of 2002.
The impact of changes in the scope of consolidation was low at -0.1%.
Sales growth based on consolidated figures was +4%.
The sales achieved by the two main branches are shown below:
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+8.7%

+17.8%

Very strong 4th quarter growth

The group emphasises that the performance achieved in a particular quarter must be put into
perspective and analysed in the context of the whole year.
Like-for-like growth in the fourth quarter was very strong at +10%. The exchange rates impact in
the fourth quarter was negative at -8.1% and consolidated sales increased by +2.3%.
The strong sales performances achieved in luxury products and in North America are worth
noting.
In the cosmetics branch, like-for-like growth was as follows:

Like-for-like cosmetics sales growth (as %)
First 9 mths. 4th quarter Full year 2002

By division
Professional Products +9.5 +8.4 +9.2
Consumer Products +9.3 +9.4 +9.2
Luxury Products +5.2 +10.8 +6.7
Active Cosmetics +11.1 +9.0 +10.5
Cosmetics Total

+8.4 +9.8 +8.7

By zone
Western Europe +6.1 +5.8 +6.1
North America +4.2 +10.3 +5.6
Rest of the World +23.1 +18.9 +21.8
Cosmetcis Total

+8.4 +9.8 +8.7

In Western Europe the growth rate was +6.1%, considerably higher than in previous years, with
growth of +12% in the United Kingdom, +5% in France and +9% in Spain.
In North America growth reached +5.6% over the year as a whole, a level identical to 2001,
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despite the difficult economic environment.
In the Rest of the World, after two years of high growth, L'Oréal again achieved strong increases:
+21.1% in Asia, +22.5% in Latin America and +30.3% in Eastern Europe.
L'Oréal achieved particularly high growth rates in the following countries: China (+61%), South
Korea (+30%), Russia (+61%) and Brazil (+50%).
Innovation and internationalisation drive organic growth
The technological advances achieved by L’Oréal Research, backed up by a systematic policy of
product innovation, enabled the group's brands to record some significant successes:
- Strengthened positions in core business segments. This was the case in skin care with Visible
Results from L’Oréal Paris, the Garnier Skin Naturals line, Prodigy by Helena Rubinstein, Oligo 25
from Vichy and Effaclar K from La Roche-Posay; and in hair colourants with Feria Booster from
L’Oréal Paris and Majirouge Mix + from L’Oréal Professionnel. In make-up Watershine "Diamonds"
helped make Watershine the world's top-selling lipstick. The group’s position in perfumes was also
bolstered by Sensi from Giorgio Armani;
- Extended reach by moving into new sectors: one of the many examples is Biotherm’s launch of
the Skin Loving Colors make-up range, whose initial results are very promising;
- Brought new and younger consumers, with products such as Juicy Tubes lipstick from Lancôme;
- Responded to new consumer needs, with Elsève Liss Intense from L'Oréal Paris, and developed
new types of service, with the Elasto Curl range by Kerastase and Sleek Look from Matrix.
Confidence about upcoming results
Mr Lindsay OWEN-JONES, L'Oréal Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, said: "The impact of
currency fluctuations has been very adverse. But on the other hand the like-for-like sales growth rate
was a pleasant surprise. Overall, these figures should enable us to confirm our estimates of results
for the full year".
Contact at L'ORÉAL
Mr Lorrain KRESSMANN
+ 33(0)1.47.56.40.24
http://www.loreal.com
For further information, please contact your bank, broker or financial institution, or consult your
usual newspapers or the Internet site dedicated tor shareholders and investors,
http://www.loreal-finance.com, or the mobile website for PDA: loreal-finance.com mobile edition,
alternatively, call the phone number: +33 1 58 13 51 36 .
- L'OREAL – 41 rue Martre – 92117 CLICHY–France.
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About L'Oréal
L'Oréal has devoted itself to beauty for over 100 years. With its unique international portfolio of 34
diverse and complementary brands, the Group generated sales amounting to 25.8 billion euros in
2016 and employs 89,300 people worldwide. As the world's leading beauty company, L'Oréal is
present across all distribution networks: mass market, department stores, pharmacies and
drugstores, hair salons, travel retail, branded retail and e-commerce.
Research and innovation, and a dedicated research team of 3,870 people, are at the core of
L'Oréal's strategy, working to meet beauty aspirations all over the world. L'Oréal's sustainability
commitment for 2020 “Sharing Beauty With All” sets out ambitious sustainable development
objectives across the Group's value chain. www.loreal.com

“This news release does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy L'Oréal shares. If you
wish to obtain more comprehensive information about L'Oréal, please refer to the public documents registered in
France with the Autorité des Marchés Financiers, also available in English on our Internet site
www.loreal-finance.com.
This news release may contain some forward-looking statements. Although the Company considers that these
statements are based on reasonable hypotheses at the date of publication of this release, they are by their
nature subject to risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated
or projected in these statements.”
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For further information, please contact your bank, stockbroker or financial institution (I.S.I.N. code: FR0000120321), and consult your usual
newspapers or magazines or the Internet site for shareholders and investors, www.loreal-finance.com,the L’Oréal Finance app or call the
toll-free number from France: 0.800.66.66.66.
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